The role of the prenuclear F0 region in the identification of German questions and statements
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Many languages are able to signal questions and statements solely on an intonational basis. For example, German and Neapolitan Italian can differentiate yes/no questions from statements by the utterance-final intonation that starts at the nuclearly accented syllable. However, while the distinction between yes/no questions and statements is indicated by terminal falling vs. continuously rising intonations in German (cf. von Essen 1964), the Neapolitan intonations are always terminal falling. Instead, it is the late vs. early timing of the nuclear F0 peak pattern that signals the contrast between yes/no questions and statements (cf. D’Imperio 2000). However, Petrone (2008) showed that the intonational domain of the question-statement contrast in Neapolitan Italian is actually much larger. In addition to the timing difference of the nuclear peak, there is a difference of the F0 shape in the context of the preceding prenuclear accent. In statements, the F0 falls rapidly from the prenuclear F0 maximum to the end of the prosodic word, whereas the F0 falls in questions are shallower and take a convex shape. This allows native listeners to identify yes/no questions and statements well before they hear the nuclear pitch accent pattern. Recently, a similar shape difference of the F0 fall was also observed in connection with the prenuclear peak patterns of German yes/no questions and statements (that are not distinguished by syntactically). In order to test its perceptual relevance, the present paper presents a perception experiment that was performed in analogy to Petrone (2008).

The stimuli were based on the two-pitch-accent utterance “KatheRlna sucht ′ne WOHnung” (Katherina looks for a flat), which was produced naturally with 5 intonation patterns by a trained phonetician: (1) H* H+L* L-%, (2) H* H* L-%, (3) H* L*+H L-%, (4) H* L*+H H-%, (5) H* L*+H L-% (cf. Grice and Baumann 2000). The patterns (1)-(3) differed by the timing of the nuclear peak, but had an almost constantly aligned prenuclear H*, which was followed by a comparably steep F0 fall. The prenuclear H* alignment in (4)-(5) was also roughly the same as in (1)-(3). The decisive difference to (1)-(3) was that the F0 fall after the prenuclear peak maxima was shallower and had a convex shape. In addition, the intonation in (4) did not end in a terminal fall, but in a continuous rise. For each production, 2 gating conditions were created by removing the section after “KatheRI-na”, i.e. leaving only the prenuclear pattern, and after “sucht”, i.e. leaving the prenuclear pattern and part of the following low plateau. The complete utterances were also included in the experiment as a control condition. The 15 stimuli of the 3 conditions were repeated 5 times in a randomized order and judged by 11 native speakers of German on the basis of a semantic differential, in which the question-statement difference was represented by the 7-point scales ‘astonished – not astonished’, ‘questioning – not questioning’, ‘uncertain – certain’. The judgements were analyzed by co-variance models with mixed effects. The results (cf. Fig.1-3) show that the judgements were affected by prenuclear shape, but not by nuclear timing differences. While the stimuli with the intonations (1)-(3) were all judged comparably as ‘not astonished’, ‘not questioning’, ‘certain’ in all 3 conditions, the stimuli with the patterns (4)-(5) shifted the judgements significantly towards the question configuration ‘astonished’, ‘questioning’, ‘uncertain’. For this shift to occur, it was already sufficient to present only the prenuclear sections up to “Katherina”, which contained the shallow, convex fall, although the shift was larger for the complete utterances. So, also terminal falling intonations can signal a question in German utterances that are not marked syntactically. Overall, the findings underline that the relationship between utterance-final rise and fall on the one and question and statement on the other hand is much more complex in German than claimed in many textbooks (cf. also Kohler 2004; Dombrowski and Niebuhr 2005). Moreover, the findings on German and on Neapolitan Italian together challenge the concept of a linear decomposition of the intonation contours of utterances, in which only the nuclear pitch accent pattern is relevant for the question-statement distinction. Rather, the findings suggest an analysis like in Chinese, in which the question-statement difference is a global effect that modifies the individual lexical tones (Ma et al. 2004). However, the modified units in Neapolitan Italian and German are not lexical tones, but pitch accents.
Figure 1. Boxplots of the listeners’ judgements on the three 7-point scales (-3 to +3) ‘astonished – not astonished’, ‘questioning – not questioning’, ‘uncertain – certain’, yielded across the 11 subjects and 5 repetitions of the stimuli with the intonation patterns (1)-(3) presented up to the end of “KatheRina” (gating condition ‘short’), of “KatheRina sucht” (‘gating condition ‘medium’), and of the complete utterance “KatheRina sucht ‘ne WOHNung” (Katherina looks for a flat).

Figure 2. Boxplots of the listeners’ judgements on the three 7-point scales (-3 to +3) ‘astonished – not astonished’, ‘questioning – not questioning’, ‘uncertain – certain’, yielded across the 11 subjects and 5 repetitions of the stimuli with the intonation patterns (4)-(5) presented up to the end of “KatheRina” (gating condition ‘short’), of “KatheRina sucht” (‘gating condition ‘medium’), and of the complete utterance “KatheRina sucht ‘ne WOHNung” (Katherina looks for a flat).

Figure 3. Boxplots of the listeners’ judgements on the three 7-point scales (-3 to +3) ‘astonished – not astonished’, ‘questioning – not questioning’, ‘uncertain – certain’, yielded across the 11 subjects and 5 repetitions of the stimuli with the intonation patterns (1)-(3) and (4)-(5) presented up to the end of “KatheRina” (gating condition ‘short’), of “KatheRina sucht” (‘gating condition ‘medium’), and of the complete utterance “KatheRina sucht ‘ne WOHNung” (Katherina looks for a flat).
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